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James.Cooper’s1.The Pioneers2.(1823).is.the.first.book.of.a series.of.five.nov-
els. that. are. known. collectively. as.The Leatherstocking Tales .. According. to.
D .H . Lawrence,.these.novels.represent.“the.true.myth.of.America”.(1977:.60) ..
Following.Lawrence’s.lead,.Leslie.A ..Fiedler.pronounces.Cooper.“the.most.my-







based ..Some.critics,.such.as.E ..Arthur.Robinson,.see.The Pioneers.as.a broad.








2. .James.Fenimore.Cooper,.Lance.Schachterle.and.Kenneth.M ..Andersen,.Jr .,.eds ..The Pio-







The Pioneers,.which.was.Cooper’s. third.publication,. enjoyed. strong. ini-
tial. success .. It.was.brought. forth. amid. the. ambient. glow.of.his.hugely. suc-
cessful.Revolutionary.War.tale,.The Spy ..The.first.edition.of.The Pioneers.sold.








Cooper’s. account.of. the. founding.of.Otsego. (later. to.be. renamed.Coopers-
town).at.the.opening.of.the.text,.lend.credence.to.teleological.arguments.made.
by.the.mythical.interpretation.school ..Cooper.writes:
 .. .. ..It.is.among.these.hills.that.the.Delaware.takes.its.rise;.and.flowing.from the.
limpid. lakes. and. thousand. springs. of. this. region,. the. numerous. sources. of.
the Susquehanna.meander.through.the.valleys,.until,.uniting.their.streams,.they.
form.one.of.the.proudest.rivers.of.the.United.States ..The.vales.are.narrow,.rich,.
and. cultivated;. with. a  stream. uniformly. winding. through. each .. Beautiful. and.
thriving.villages.are.found.interspersed.along.the.margins.of.the.small.lakes,.or.
situated. at. those.points. of. the. streams.which. are. favourable. to.manufacturing;.











of. a  commonwealth,. of.which.he.knows.himself. to. form.a part.  .. .. ..Only. forty.
years.have.passed.since.this.territory.was.a wilderness ..(15–6)
The.implicit.understanding.in.the.above.is.that.looking.from.present-day.
1823,. back. some. forty. years. to. the. early. 1780s,.America. since. the.Revolu-
tionary.War,.even. in. its.remote.wilderness.areas,.has.progressed.toward.the.
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Republican.ideal.as.expressed.in.the.Constitution ..J ..Hector.St ..John.De Crève-
coeur.who.was.neither.an.American.nor.a farmer,.but.rather.a French.aris-
tocrat,.earnestly.praised.America.as.an.agrarian.paradise. in.his.well.known.











Republic.was.to.stand.(n ..pag .) ..Jefferson,.writing.to.John.Adams.at.Monticel-
lo,.on.October.28,.1812,.argues.that.there.is.a natural.aristocracy.in.America,.














The.mind. of. Judge.Temple,. at. all. times. comprehensive,. had. received. from.his.
peculiar.occupations. a bias. to. look. far. into. futurity,. in.his. speculations.on. the.









in. social. status .. Judge.Temple. is. the.older.who.exemplifies. the.natural.aris-
tocracy. referred. to. in. Jefferson’s. theory.of. aristocracy. (n ..pag .) .. Jones,.born.
two. days. later,. represents. the. “artificial. aristocracy. founded. on.wealth. and.
birth,.[but].without.either.virtue.or.talents,”.which.both.Cooper.and.Jefferson.
feared.would.unravel.the.tenuous.ties.binding.the.new.nation.together.(Jef-






















when.he. has. been. in.want. of. fencing. stuff,. and. roll. his. first. cuts. into. the. gap,.





 .. .. ..as.you.would.a handful.of.chestnuts,.or.a bunch.of.chicker-berries” (108)?.
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branch.of.business.[sugaring] ..Little. is.known.concerning.the.properties.of.the 











strolls. among. the. trees,. that. “it.grieves.me. to.witness. the.extravagance. that.
pervades. this. country .”.He. then. implores.Billy. to. “remember. that. they. [the.
maple.trees].are.the.growth.of.centuries,.and.when.once.gone,.none.living.will.














in.New.England. and.New.York. State,. but. rare. in. other. areas. of. the.world ..
Cooper.describes.a grove.that.was.filled.with.tall.straight.trees.“spreading.their.











plundering.enterprises”.(Jefferson.n ..pag .) ..Yet,.if.this.juxtaposition.is.meant.
to.reassure.the.public.that.the.natural.aristocracy.will.protect.them,.Cooper.
also.indicates.that.he.has.doubts.about.this ..Rans.points.out.that.throughout.
















producing. in.excess.of. four. thousand.seven.hundred. tons.of.potash.and. its.
derivative,.pearl.ash.(1794:.413) ..New.York.outstripped.its.nearest.competitor,.
Massachusetts.by.a 2.to.1.margin.(ibid .) ..Men.like.Judge.Temple.(and Judge.
Cooper). made. their. fortune. by. capitalizing. on. each. stage. of. that. change ..
Judge.Cooper.wrote.A Guide in the Wilderness. (1810),.aimed.at. instructing.
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other.land.speculators.how.to.duplicate.his.phenomenal.success ..In.1791.Judge.
Cooper.writes.that.where.a:.



























n ..pag .) ..It.was.inconceivable.to.him.that.God.would.form.such.men.without.
giving.them.“virtue.and.wisdom.enough.to.manage.the.concerns.of.the.soci-
















as.it.were,.he.sees.little.distinction.between.the.two.groups.(Jefferson:.n ..pag .) ..
Antebellum.America’s.relationship.with.the.frontier,.untouched.by.white.
men,. was. an. ambivalent. one;. yet. controlling. and. harnessing. the. power. of.
the wilderness.was. key. to.America’s. future. prosperity ..The. very. cultivation.
of. the.wilderness. threatened. the. stability.of. the. social,.financial,. and.politi-
cal.order.established.before.the.Revolution ..The.wilderness.was.a force.unto.
itself,. corrupting.good.men.by.allowing. them.access. to. land.and. its.natural.
resources,.and.by.extension,.wealth,.without.the.prerequisite.social.position.
and.education.necessary. to.ensure. the.appropriate.use.of.either.of. these.re-









chard. Jones,.which. is. immediately. echoed.by.Kirby.when.dismissing. Judge.







ing.instead.of.remedying.the.evil”.(Jefferson:.n ..pag .) ..Cooper.shares.Jefferson’s.
fear.of.opening.the.political.process.to.men.much.like.Kirby.who.are.easily.
manipulated.by.Jones,.whom.Temple.views.“much.like.an.accompaniment.on.
a piano,.a  thing.that. is.heard.without.being.attended.to”.(65) ..Thus.Cooper.




to.mirror. in.his.narratives. the.multitudinous.voices. that.“spoke”.during.the.
early.decades.of.the.nineteenth.century.in.American.history ..He.was.concerned.
with. the.destruction.of.America’s.wilderness,.but.his.concern.was  linked. to.
his. broader. and.deeply.held. fears. of. the.direction. that.America.was. taking.
politically ..Cooper.never.doubted. the.primacy.of. the.American.democratic.




can. reading.public.was. properly. apprised.of. all. the. facts. about. an. issue,. in.
this.case,.the.reasoned.and.forward.looking.management.of.nature’s.bounty.
by.the.natural.aristocrats,.they.would,.in.Jefferson’s.words,.be.able.to.“separate.
the wheat.from.the.chaff”.(Jefferson:.n ..pag .) .
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